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ABSTRACT

Cloud-resolving simulations are used to evaluate the importance of topography to the diurnal cycle (DC) of precipitation (DCP) over Luzon, Philippines, and surrounding ocean during the July–August 2016 boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation (BSISO) event. Composites of surface precipitation for each 30-min time increment during the day are made to determine the mean DCP. The mean DCP is computed separately for suppressed and active BSISO conditions and compared across three simulations with varying topography—flat, true, and doubled topographic height. The magnitude of the topographic height helps to dictate the timing, intensity, and location of diurnal precipitation over and near Luzon. For example, the mean DCP in the true topography run peaks 1.5 h later, is broader by 1 h, and has a 9% larger amplitude during active conditions relative to suppressed conditions. By contrast, the flat run mean DCP is earlier and narrower by 0.5 h with a 5% smaller amplitude during active conditions versus suppressed conditions. Within the suppressed or active BSISO conditions, the mean DCP peak and amplitude increase as the topographic height increases. The presence of elevated topography focuses precipitation over the coastal mountains during suppressed conditions, while dictating which side of the domain (i.e., east Luzon and the Philippine Sea vs west Luzon and the South China Sea) more precipitation occurs in during active conditions. These topographic-induced changes are discussed in terms of mechanical and thermodynamic forcing differences between the two large-scale BSISO regimes for the three runs.

1. Introduction

Tropical intraseasonal oscillations (ISOs) are 30–90-day modes of tropical convection that generally initiate in the Indian Ocean (Zhang 2005; Lee et al. 2013). During the boreal winter, the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) is the dominant tropical ISO with convection propagating predominantly eastward over the Maritime Continent (MC) and waning in the central Pacific (Madden and Julian 1972; Zhang 2005). The MC includes the water and islands in the area of 10°S–20°N, 90°–150°E (Neale and Slingo 2003). Boreal summer ISO (BSISO) convection, however, propagates both northward and eastward, passing over the Philippines before waning in the northwest Pacific (Kikuchi et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2013).

Despite decades of research, a complete understanding of the ISOs is still lacking. Most general circulation models (GCMs) fail to adequately reproduce the MJO and BSISO (e.g., Jiang et al. 2015; Neena et al. 2017). One struggle that GCMs have is the handling of ISO amplitude and propagation over the MC (e.g., Fig. 4 in Jiang et al. 2015). For example, observations show a local minimum in cloud cover over the MC as the MJO propagates eastward (e.g., Knutson and Weickmann 1987; Maloney and Hartmann 1998; Hsu and Lee 2005; Riley et al. 2011) indicating a weakening of the MJO over the MC before reintensifying in the western Pacific. This MJO weakening or disruption of its propagation may result from the interaction of convection with high MC topography (e.g., Hsu and Lee 2005; Inness and Slingo 2006; Wu and Hsu 2009; Tseng et al. 2017; Tan et al. 2018). Tan et al. (2018) simulations of the April 2009 MJO event suggest that the impact of topography on simulated MJOs is somewhat dependent on model resolution and parameterized versus explicitly resolved convection. High-resolution simulations (4-km grid spacing) with explicitly resolved convection captured the eastward propagation of the MJO over the MC.
regardless of the presence versus absence of topography. Low-resolution simulations (12-km grid spacing) with parameterized convection only captured the eastward propagation of the MJO over the MC in the absence of topography. Other papers have shown that explicitly resolving topography with higher-resolution models leads to improved MJO characteristics (e.g., Rajendran et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2009). Though a similar weakening of BSISO convection or disruption to BSISO propagation through land and topography interaction has not explicitly been discussed in the literature, Figs. 4 and 10 of Neena et al. (2017) and Fig. 3 of Sobel et al. (2010) imply such interactions are possible and serve as motivation for this work to explicitly understand the impact topography has on the diurnal cycle of precipitation during BSISO suppressed versus active conditions.

Along with the effects of topography over the MC on MJO evolution, previous work has suggested that the diurnal cycle (DC) of precipitation (DCP) over the MC has important interactions with the MJO. Oh et al. (2013) showed enhanced intraseasonal variance over the MC and a smoother propagation of the MJO across the MC in their GCM model simulation of four boreal winter seasons when their model was nudged to daily, as opposed to diurnally, varying Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) rainfall and prognostic National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Reanalysis 2 (R2) variables. Similarly, Hagos et al. (2016) found enhanced MJO convection and successful propagation of the MJO through the MC region when fixed versus diurnally varying solar radiation was used in their cloud-permitting regional simulations of the November 2011 MJO event. Both studies reason that the absence of the DCP frees up moisture to enhance MJO convection and its ability to traverse the MC thereby suggesting that the DC is key to understanding the different behavior of MJO maintenance and propagation over the MC, impacts that are also likely to manifest during boreal summer ISOs.

Other studies have focused on the changes in amplitude and phase of the DCP over the MC through different MJO large-scale conditions. Using TRMM observations, Peatman et al. (2014) found that the DCP amplitude over MC land peaks just prior to the arrival of large-scale active MJO convection. Birch et al. (2016) reached a similar conclusion with TRMM observations and regional climate model simulations, but focused on the DCP over Sumatra during different large-scale MJO conditions. Cloud-resolving model (CRM) simulations of an MJO event over New Guinea by Vincent and Lane (2016) also showed increased DCP amplitude over New Guinea land prior to the arrival of MJO active conditions. However, TRMM 3B42 and Climate Prediction Center morphing technique (CMORPH) observations examined by Vincent and Lane (2016) over New Guinea contradicted their modeling results by showing a similar DCP amplitude just prior to and during the most active MJO conditions over the MC. Several papers based on observations have found that the amplitude of the DCP over MC land peaked during MJO suppressed conditions (Sui and Lau 1992; Ichikawa and Yasunari 2006; Rauniyar and Walsh 2011; Wang et al. 2011; Yokoi et al. 2017), while other papers found the opposite result with peak DCP amplitude over MC land during MJO active conditions (Chen and Houze 1997; Sui et al. 1997a,b; Tian et al. 2006). These works also showed conflicting results in DCP phase changes during active versus suppressed MJO conditions over the MC. Sui et al. (1997a,b), Tian et al. (2006), and Wang et al. (2011) found the DCP phase over MC land to be the same regardless of large-scale MJO conditions, whereas Chen and Houze (1997) and Rauniyar and Walsh (2011) found the DCP phase to differ between suppressed and active MJO conditions. Rauniyar and Walsh (2011) noted that the DCP peak during active conditions lags the suppressed conditions peak by about 1–2 h. These conflicting results indicate that amplitude and phase changes of the DCP with MJO large-scale condition over the MC are dependent on specific locations within the MC, the method of analysis employed, and the number of events studied, all of which varied from study to study. All the studies described in this paragraph focused on the MJO during the boreal winter, except for Ichikawa and Yasunari (2006), whose analysis encompassed both boreal summer and winter. Since our study focuses on the DCP during the boreal summertime ISO (i.e., the BSISO), the above discussion of previous papers focused on the MJO may not be directly relevant to our work. The above papers are reviewed to highlight the complexity of the DCP throughout the MC.

There are fewer studies focused on the interaction of ISOs with the MC DCP for BSISOs than for the MJO [i.e., Chen and Takahashi (1995), Ho et al. (2008), and Park et al. (2011) vs the papers discussed above]. During May–September, the DCP amplitude over land in the South China Sea (SCS) is enhanced during suppressed BSISO conditions due to a stronger sea breeze arising from enhanced land–sea thermal contrasts from reduced overall cloudiness compared to active BSISO conditions (Chen and Takahashi 1995). However, there is little difference in the DCP phase in and around the SCS between BSISO active versus suppressed conditions (Chen and Takahashi 1995). During active BSISO conditions, TRMM rainfall observations over the Philippines in June and August peak in the late afternoon and midmorning (Ho et al. 2008; Park et al. 2011). For inactive BSISO conditions, rainfall initiates over land in the late months.
afternoon and then strengthens overnight as it moves off the west coast of the Philippines with maximum rainfall occurring offshore near midnight local time (LT; Ho et al. 2008). MM5 sensitivity experiments of the June 2004 BSISO event used fixed and diurnally varying solar radiation to determine that diurnal variations in radiation are key to inducing afternoon convergence over land and morning convergence off the west coast of the Philippines (Park et al. 2011). The differences in the MM5 experiments were attributed to a lack of sea- and land-breeze circulations in the fixed-radiation simulation. We note that it is difficult to pinpoint consistent similarities and differences between the DCP of the MJO versus BSISO because results vary among studies and the behavior of the DCP during the MJO seems to depend on location within the MC.

Topography can have important impacts on the DCP, rendering examination of the effects of topography on the DCP within ISO events useful. Daytime elevated heating along topography can induce upslope mountain–valley breezes (e.g., Houze 2012; Kirshbaum et al. 2018) that may work in concert with land–sea breezes to enhance DC circulations along mountainous coastal regions (e.g., Qian 2008). When Qian (2008) flattened the topography in their regional-climate model simulations of 30 years of December–February convection over Java, the strength of the Java land–sea breeze was slightly weaker, with precipitation distributed more over the coastlands and an earlier peak in the DCP over land than the control run that had topography. Like Qian (2008), Barthlott and Kirshbaum (2013) and Zhu et al. (2017) examined the role of topography on the DCP over islands through terrain-altering CRM experiments. Barthlott and Kirshbaum (2013) found that topography was important to the DCP over two Mediterranean islands during a 26 August 2009 case study. As topography increased, convection initiated earlier and shifted to the lee side of the mountains on the two islands. However, Zhu et al. (2017) found that topography was not important to the timing or intensity of the DCP over Hainan Island in their month-long CRM simulations that were initialized and nudged at the boundaries using the average May and June of 2006–15 ERA-Interim data (Dee et al. 2011). Therefore, topographic effects on the DCP may be location specific. Though Qian (2008), Barthlott and Kirshbaum (2013), and Zhu et al. (2017) did not examine how these DC changes due to topography interacted with ISO regimes, such changes could vary depending on ISO regime. For example, Ichikawa and Yasunari (2006) discuss how interactions of Borneo’s DCP and different MJO regimes with Borneo’s topography alter the timing, strength, type (i.e., convective vs stratiform) and propagation characteristics of precipitation across Borneo.

Given that topography can have important impacts on the DCP and the DCP has been shown to affect MJO maintenance and propagation (discussion above), our goal is to pinpoint the effects of topography on the DCP through different large-scale ISO conditions. This paper focuses on the role of topography on the DCP over and surrounding Luzon, Philippines, during the July–August 2016 BSISO event. A BSISO event over Luzon, Philippines, was chosen for several reasons: 1) Luzon intercepts BSISO north-eastward propagation and will therefore capture both active and suppressed ISO large-scale conditions, 2) Luzon allows us to examine both land and ocean DCP changes throughout a BSISO event, 3) prior work has concentrated more on interactions of the boreal wintertime MJO with islands in the southern MC (i.e., south of the Philippines) compared to BSISO interactions with the MC (i.e., papers discussed above), and 4) this work aligns with a recent field program called Propagation of Intraseasonal Tropical Oscillations (PISTON) that is funded by an Office of Naval Research Departmental Research Initiative to better understand ISO maintenance and propagation.

The July–August 2016 BSISO event was simulated with a CRM in a set of sensitivity experiments in which topography was altered over Luzon to address the following two questions: 1) How does topography affect the DCP over Luzon and surrounding seas, and 2) how does that effect differ across large-scale BSISO active versus suppressed conditions?

The following section describes the CRM and observations used in this work. Section 3 discusses the fidelity of the model compared to observations, while section 4 examines the DCP over Luzon during different BSISO conditions for the set of sensitivity runs. Section 5 offers explanations for the results, and section 6 summarizes the study and provides conclusions.

2. Model and data description and methods

a. Model description

CRM simulations were completed with the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System, version 6.2 (RAMS; Pielke et al. 1992; Cotton et al. 2003; Saleeby and van den Heever 2013). RAMS is a fully compressible, non-hydrostatic CRM that uses two-moment bulk microphysics, the Harrington radiation scheme (Harrington 1997), and the Land Ecosystem-Atmosphere Feedback, version 3 (LEAF3; Walko et al. 2000; Walko and Tremback 2005) land surface submodel to represent surface–atmosphere moisture and heat exchange. The radiation scheme is fully interactive with the microphysics and LEAF3. Mixing ratio and number concentration are predicted by the microphysics scheme for seven hydrometeor
classes: cloud droplets, rain, pristine ice, snow, aggregates, graupel, and hail (Walko et al. 1995; Meyers et al. 1997; Saleeby and Cotton 2004; Saleeby and van den Heever 2013). Ice nucleation is represented with the DeMott et al. (2010) scheme. Maximum ice nuclei concentration is set at 0.01 mg\(^{-1}\) (0.0125 cm\(^{-3}\) at the surface) and a static cloud condensation nuclei profile is used with maximum concentration set at 100 mg\(^{-1}\) (125 cm\(^{-3}\)). These concentrations were used successfully in a radiative convective equilibrium simulation with RAMS (Igel et al. 2017).

For all simulations the model domain is 1000 km \(\times\) 1000 km in extent, has horizontal grid spacing of 2 km, and is centered over Luzon (Fig. 1). There are 42 stretched vertical levels up to 25 km. The lowest levels are 125 m apart with seven model levels occurring under 1 km, while the top 13 levels are spaced 1 km apart. A vertical stretch ratio of 1.08 is utilized. RAMS uses a sigma terrain-following coordinate system. The time step is 5 s with output saved every 30 min.

Three simulations were completed to address the effect of topography on the Luzon DCP through different BSISO regimes. The simulations were identical except for the height of topography in each run. The control simulation used true topography and is referred to as the true topography run. One sensitivity simulation set all of the Luzon terrain height to zero, thus maintaining the land–ocean distinction, but with flat land. This simulation is referred to as the flat run. Another sensitivity simulation doubled the Luzon terrain height and is referred to the doubled topography run. The true and doubled topography runs are sometimes referred to collectively as the elevated topography runs. Previous studies have used a similar approach of altering terrain height to study the effects of topography on precipitation (e.g., Barthlott and Kirshbaum 2013; Rasmussen and Houze 2016; Zhu et al. 2017). All simulations used observed weekly averaged NOAA optimum interpolation sea surface temperatures (OI SSTs; Reynolds et al. 2002).

Each simulation is initiated with horizontal winds, temperature, pressure (Exner function), water vapor mixing ratio, and soil moisture and temperature from the fifth generation of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis (ERA5; Copernicus Climate Change Service 2017). ERA5 has 31-km horizontal resolution at a 1-hourly time scale. RAMS interpolates ERA5 to the simulation horizontal and vertical grid spacing. Lateral and top boundary nudging of the variables listed above, except for soil moisture and temperature, is applied using ERA5 with a 15-min time scale for the outermost 50 grid points for the lateral boundary nudging and the top 5 km of the model for the top boundary nudging. RAMS’s lateral boundary-nudging scheme follows Davies (1976) in which the user defined nudging time scale (i.e., 15 min in our case) increases parabolically to infinity from the boundary grid points to the interior of the relaxation region (i.e., fiftieth grid point from the boundary in our case). Lateral boundary nudging allows the interior of the model to evolve relatively freely while capturing the large-scale evolution of the BSISO event. The top boundary nudging scheme applies a linearly increasing nudging time scale from the user defined time scale at the top of the model to infinity at the bottom of the relaxation layer (i.e., 20 km in our case). The top boundary nudging mitigates the reflection of wave energy into lower model levels. Central nudging is only applied to the soil moisture and soil temperature, and is performed on a 1-h time scale.

b. Observational data

Results from the control simulation are validated against TRMM 3B42, version 7, and Integrated Multisatellite Retrievals for Global Precipitation Mission (GPM; IMERG), version 5B, rainfall estimates. Both TRMM 3B42 and IMERG rainfall estimates are based on multiple microwave and infrared satellite retrievals and rain gauge observations (Huffman and Bolvin 2018; Huffman et al. 2007, 2018). Though some observational inputs are the same among TRMM 3B42 and IMERG, each contain unique observation sources that are not in the other product (Table 1 of Liu 2016). TRMM 3B42 rainfall is 3-hourly on a 0.25° \(\times\) 0.25° grid from 50°S to 50°N, while IMERG produces estimates every 30 min on a 0.1° \(\times\) 0.1° grid from 90°S to 90°N (Huffman and Bolvin 2018; Huffman et al. 2018).

c. BSISO event

The bimodal ISO index (Kikuchi et al. 2012) was used to select a BSISO event to simulate. The bimodal ISO
index identifies eight BSISO phases (i.e., spatial and temporal locations of convection) based on an extended empirical orthogonal function analysis of 25–90-day-filtered outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) from 30°S to 30°N. Phase-space diagrams of the first two leading principal components (PCs) indicate the strength and location of BSISO precipitation (e.g., Fig. 2a). We selected the July–August 2016 BSISO event because it had a strong (i.e., amplitude > 1) bimodal ISO index through all BSISO phases (Fig. 2a). Also, longitude–time and latitude–time plots of IMERG precipitation over the Indian Ocean and west Pacific (20°S–20°N, 45°E–180°) show canonical BSISO eastward and northward propagation of precipitation (Figs. 2b,c). While there are other strong, canonical BSISO events, the 2016 event falls within the ERA5 time period of availability (i.e., 2008–present) and is simulated by other modeling groups (e.g., Toms et al. 2019), which will facilitate model comparisons. All simulations were started on 12 July 2016 and run through 19 August 2016 with the first day excluded from analysis, to capture a full BSISO event.

3. Model fidelity

Figure 3 shows time–longitude and time–latitude diagrams of surface precipitation in the model domain area for IMERG observation (left panels) and the true topography run (right panels). Both observations and the model show relatively suppressed precipitation conditions in July compared to relatively active precipitation conditions in August. Domain-mean precipitation plotted in Fig. 4 for both IMERG and TRMM 3B42 observations and each model run show a similar time distinction between active and suppressed conditions with domain-mean precipitation about twice as large during BSISO phases 5–8 (i.e., 31 July–19 August) compared to phases 1–4 (i.e., 13–30 July). We therefore classify BSISO phases 1–4 as suppressed conditions and phases 5–8 as active conditions in our domain, which is similar to what OLR anomalies in Kikuchi et al. (2012) and Lee et al. (2013) showed for convective activity over Luzon (their Figs. 8b and 9, respectively).

During suppressed conditions, precipitation is mainly focused over Luzon and the surrounding Philippine Sea (Figs. 3a,b, east of the 122.25° dashed line), especially in the model. The exceptions are two westward-propagating precipitation features at the end of July (20–21 and 24–25 July) that the model captures well. The DCP during suppressed conditions is generally stronger and more regular in the model compared to observations (Figs. 3 and 4). We speculate that the stronger and more regular precipitation in the model versus observations during the suppressed conditions may be related to the model not fully resolving convective updrafts and entrainment, which could lead to excessive rainfall that initiates and decays more quickly than reality (discussed more below). Definitively explaining model–observation differences, though, are beyond the scope of this paper. From 29 July to 1 August a tropical cyclone (TC) moves northwestward from the Philippine Sea to the north coast of Luzon (Fig. 3) and explains the large precipitation at this time in the domain-mean precipitation plot (Fig. 4).

During active conditions, there is eastward (Figs. 3a,b) and northward (Figs. 3c,d) propagation of precipitation from 5 to 18 August in both observations and the true topography run. However, the model shows less precipitation over the SCS and more precipitation over Luzon than the IMERG observations (Figs. 3a,b). Domain mean precipitation during this time is slightly underestimated by the model compared to the observations. Overall, though, the model captures the evolution and strength of the BSISO event well with a domain mean precipitation (Fig. 4) root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 0.17 mm h$^{-1}$ between the true topography run and IMERG and 0.27 mm h$^{-1}$ between the true topography run and TRMM, which is less than and slightly above, respectively, the RMSE of 0.19 mm h$^{-1}$ between TRMM and IMERG. We therefore have confidence to utilize RAMS for sensitivity experiments to discern the effects of topography on the DCP over Luzon during different BSISO phases.

4. DCP: Control versus sensitivity runs

Figure 4 shows that the DCP of the domain-mean precipitation is visible throughout the entire BSISO event for all three model simulations. At the 3-hourly time scale shown in Fig. 4, the DCP amplitude (i.e., daily maximum minus minimum precipitation) is more regular during suppressed conditions versus active conditions. Specifically, the variance of the DCP amplitude is 3–4 times smaller during suppressed conditions than active conditions. Also noticeable is the general increase in domain-mean precipitation as topography increases (Fig. 4). During suppressed conditions, the time- and space-mean precipitation increases as topography increases. During active conditions, the time- and space-mean precipitation is largest in the doubled topography run, but larger in the flat versus true topography run. If the domain is segregated by land and ocean, the time and space mean over land increases as topography increases regardless of large-scale BSISO condition. Land versus ocean differences are discussed more below.

The mean DCP illustrates the differences among the three simulations more clearly than the domain-mean precipitation plot (cf. Figs. 5 and 4). The mean DCP was
computed similarly to that of Yokoi et al. (2017) by making composites of precipitation for each 30-min time increment during the day. Diurnal harmonic analysis gave similar results as the composite approach (not shown). DC composites of precipitation were made for land versus ocean during suppressed and active conditions separately (Fig. 5).

The mean DCP from IMERG and TRMM is included in Fig. 5 for observation–model comparison. Table 1 provides the RMSE of the mean DCP for each BSISO large-scale condition over land versus ocean between the true topography run and IMERG and TRMM, separately, and between IMERG and TRMM. Except for during the active phase over the ocean, the model–observation
RMSE is larger than the IMERG–TRMM RMSE. Over land, model precipitation is generally overestimated with an earlier afternoon peak compared to observations (Figs. 5a,c). During suppressed conditions over land, the mean DC peak for the true topography run is 1.23 mm h\(^{-1}\) at 1430 LT, while the mean DC peaks for IMERG and TRMM are 0.77 mm h\(^{-1}\) at 1730 LT and 0.745 mm h\(^{-1}\) at 1700 LT, respectively (Fig. 5a). Similarly, during active conditions over land, the mean DC peak for the true topography run is 1–1.5 h earlier and 1.6 and 2.3 times larger than the IMERG and TRMM mean DC peak, respectively (Fig. 5c). The model overestimation of precipitation over land could be exaggerated because IMERG may underestimate true surface precipitation over land (e.g., Wang et al. 2018; Kim et al. 2017) and TRMM 3B42 is known to underestimate precipitation over high terrain (e.g., Scheel et al. 2011; Matthews et al. 2013; Rasmussen et al. 2013). Hassim et al. (2016) and
Vincent and Lane (2016) also showed an earlier (by 3–4 h) and more intense peak in the DCP in their 4-km cloud-resolving Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model simulations over New Guinea compared to TRMM 3B42 observations. Hassim et al. (2016) postulated that their model–observation intensity discrepancy was due to the inability of their WRF simulation to adequately resolve convective updrafts and topography. Their simulated clouds were too wide and did not entrain enough, leading to excessive rainfall compared to observations. The 2-km grid spacing used here is perhaps still too coarse to fully resolve convective updrafts and entrainment since Bryan et al. (2003) and Del Genio and Wu (2010) showed that the development of deep convection in CRM is sensitive to grid spacing down to 0 (100) m. The inability to fully resolve convective updrafts and entrainment could also explain the earlier DCP peak in the model compared to observations since the transition from shallow-to-deep convection is sensitive to entrainment rate (e.g., Del Genio and Wu 2010; Stirling and Stratton 2012). Despite the model–observation timing difference in the mean DCP peak, the model and observations both demonstrate a single afternoon peak that has a similar start time to the ramp up of afternoon precipitation (i.e., near 1000 LT; Figs. 5a,c).

Over the ocean during suppressed conditions, both model and observations show three peaks in precipitation though the timing of the peaks differ between the model and observations (Fig. 5b). Over the ocean during active conditions, the model and IMERG show a relatively flat progression of precipitation, while TRMM has a midday and overnight peak (Fig. 5d). Over the ocean, RAMS underestimates precipitation compared to observations. However, TRMM 3B42 overestimates precipitation over the ocean when compared to rain gauges on buoys (e.g., Wu and Wang 2019). Likewise, in the tropical Pacific, IMERG overestimates precipitation compared to buoys, but in the Indian Ocean comparison of IMERG and buoy precipitation vary based on buoy location. Model biases in precipitation compared to the satellite observations may be inflated given the biases in the satellite versus surface observations.

Definitively explaining the model–observation timing and intensity differences is beyond the scope of this paper. For the objective of this paper—to understand the effects of topography on the DCP over Luzon in different BSISO large-scale conditions—the RAMS simulations are sufficient because they show how the simulated DCP changes with the removal or enhancement of topography relative to the realistic topography simulation and RAMS correctly captures the evolution of the BSISO from suppressed to active conditions and its northeastward propagation (Fig. 4).

a. Mean oceanic DCP

Over the ocean, the mean DCP during both active and suppressed conditions is muted in terms of distinct diurnal peaks and amplitude relative to the DC over land, which is consistent with previous studies (e.g., Nesbitt and Zipser 2003; Liu and Zipser 2008; Sakaeda et al. 2017). The lack of a DC over ocean is especially true during active conditions where the DCP is essentially flat (Fig. 5d). The blending of the SCS and Philippine Sea precipitation in the composite of ocean precipitation explains why during the active conditions the flat and doubled topography runs show higher precipitation than the true topography run (Fig. 5d). The location of precipitation during active conditions shifts depending on the topographic height. As topography increases, more

![Fig. 4. Model domain-mean surface precipitation for the RAMS true topography run (black), flat run (red), and doubled topography run (blue), as well as TRMM 3B42 (dashed gray) and IMERG (dashed–dotted green) observations. The top axis indicates the start time (LT) of each BSISO phase. IMERG and the three RAMS runs were averaged to the TRMM 3B42 3-hourly time scale.](image-url)
rain preferentially falls over the SCS compared to the Philippine Sea (Fig. 6). Reasons for the shift in precipitation location during active conditions are discussed below. During suppressed conditions, the mean DCP over the ocean has two peaks in all runs: an early morning (0500–0600 LT) and midday (1300 LT) peak (Fig. 5b). These peaks occur slightly earlier as topography increases. However, there is no systematic difference in

**TABLE 1.** Root-mean-square error of the mean DCP (mm h\(^{-1}\); i.e., Fig. 5) between the RAMS true topography run (RAMS for short) and IMERG, between RAMS and TRMM, and between IMERG and TRMM for the suppressed BSISO conditions over land and ocean separately and for the active BSISO conditions over land and ocean separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Suppressed, land</th>
<th>Suppressed, ocean</th>
<th>Active, land</th>
<th>Active, ocean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAMS – IMERG</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMS – TRMM</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMERG – TRMM</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the magnitude of the mean DCP over the ocean among
the three runs (Fig. 5b) even when composites are made
separately for the SCS and Philippine Sea suggesting that
topography has little effect on oceanic precipitation sur-
rounding Luzon during suppressed BSISO conditions.

b. Mean land DCP

Over land for all runs and BSISO conditions, the
mean DCP has one afternoon peak (1430–1600 LT;
Figs. 5a,c). Both the magnitude and amplitude of the
afternoon mean DCP peak over land are larger during
active versus suppressed conditions for each respective
run, with the exception of the flat run amplitude, which
decreases from suppressed to active conditions (cf.
Figs. 5a,c). Specifically, during suppressed conditions
the mean DCP peaks are 1.08, 1.23, and 1.34 mm h$^{-1}$
for the flat, true, and doubled topography runs, respectively,
while during active conditions the DCP peaks for those
same respective runs are 1.56, 1.83, and 2.08 mm h$^{-1}$
(Figs. 5a,c). Amplitudes of the mean DCP are given in
each panel of Fig. 5. Active conditions relative to sup-
pressed conditions in the elevated topography runs
have a later (i.e., 1600 vs 1430 LT; Table 2) and broader
mean DCP peak relative to the flat run amplitude, which
decreases from suppressed to active conditions (cf.
Figs. 5a,c). Specifically, during suppressed conditions
the mean DCP peaks are 1.08, 1.23, and 1.34 mm h$^{-1}$
for the flat, true, and doubled topography runs, respectively,
while during active conditions the DCP peaks for those
same respective runs are 1.56, 1.83, and 2.08 mm h$^{-1}$
(Figs. 5a,c). Amplitudes of the mean DCP are given in
each panel of Fig. 5. Active conditions relative to sup-
pressed conditions in the elevated topography runs
have a later (i.e., 1600 vs 1430 LT; Table 2) and broader
mean DCP peak (i.e., 7.5 and 8 h vs 6.5 and 5.5 h for the
true and doubled runs, respectively; cf. Figs. 5a,c and
Table 3) and slightly slower transition to peak afternoon
precipitation (Table 2). The DCP width was measured
as the full width at half the maximum height of the
Gaussian distribution of the DCP. Rauniyar and Walsh
(2011) also noted a 1–2-h delay in the DCP over the MC
during active MJO conditions relative to suppressed
MJO conditions based on TRMM 3B42 and 3G68 ob-
servations of boreal winter from 1998 to 2008. In con-
trast to the elevated topography runs, the flat run mean
dCP during active versus suppressed conditions is
slightly earlier (i.e., 1530 vs 1600 LT; Table 2) and nar-
rower (i.e., 6.5 vs 7 h; Table 3).

Within a specified BSISO condition (i.e., suppressed
or active) over land, the mean DCP peak and amplitude
increase as topography increases (Figs. 5a,c). During
suppressed conditions over land, the flat run transitions
from minimum to maximum precipitation slower than
the true and doubled topography runs (i.e., 8 vs 6 h, re-
spectively; Table 2) and has a delayed (i.e., 1600 vs
1430 LT, respectively; Table 2) and wider mean DC
peak relative to the elevated topography runs (Fig. 5a
and Tables 2 and 3). The opposite is true during active
conditions over land; precipitation in the flat run tran-
sitions from minimum to maximum faster than the ele-
vated topography runs (i.e., 6 vs 8.5 h, respectively;
Table 2) and has a slightly earlier (i.e., 1530 vs 1600 LT,
respectively) and narrower mean DCP peak relative to
the true and doubled topography runs (Fig. 5c and
Tables 2 and 3). Barthlott and Kirshbaum (2013) found
a delayed DCP peak when topography was flat versus re-
realistic in their CRM simulations over two Mediterranean
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**Fig. 6.** The difference in surface precipitation between the doubled topography run and flat run during (a) suppressed and (b) active
BSISO conditions for 3-hourly averaged time bins centered on (left) 1200, (center) 1500, and (right) 1800 LT.
islands for a 26 August 2009 case study. However, Qian (2008) found an earlier DC peak when topography over Java was flat versus realistic in their model simulations of 30 years (1971–2000) of boreal winters. Qian (2008) used cumulus parameterization (i.e., the Emanuel–Massachusetts Institute of Technology cumulus scheme; Emanuel and Zivković-Rothman 1999) for subgrid-scale cumulus convection in their 25-km-grid-space simulations, which could explain the DC timing difference between their simulation and ours, as well as with those of Barthlott and Kirshbaum (2013), both of which used explicitly resolved convection. The significance of these two works to our study is unclear given that neither work examined the topographic effects on the DCP for various large-scale ISO conditions. Nevertheless, the works are relevant because both note timing differences in the DCP due to topography changes.

c. Geographical distribution of the DCP

In active conditions compared to suppressed conditions, the precipitation is more widespread over both land and ocean (cf. Figs. S1–S3 to Figs. S4–S6 in the online supplemental material). However, within each large-scale condition, topography helps dictate the location of precipitation. Figure 6 shows the spatial differences for the doubled topography and flat runs in 3-hourly averaged precipitation bins for times centered on 1200, 1500, and 1800 LT during the suppressed (Fig. 6a) and active (Fig. 6b) conditions. We only show these three time periods for conciseness. These times also encompass the majority of the evolution of the afternoon land DCP peak (i.e., 1030–1930 LT; Figs. 5a,c) and thus represent the most identifying differences among the runs. Only doubled topography minus flat run differences are shown since they represent the extreme dichotomy in elevation between the three runs. Precipitation differences between the true topography and flat runs and doubled minus true topography runs show similar results to Fig. 6.

During suppressed conditions, the presence of elevated topography focuses precipitation over the coastal mountains during the afternoon as indicated by the positive precipitation values in Fig. 6a where mountains are located (Fig. 1). By contrast, the flat run has more precipitation in the interior of Luzon than the doubled topography run. As in the mean DCP composites (Fig. 5), a DCP phase difference during suppressed conditions is noticeable between the two runs; positive precipitation differences peak one time bin ahead of the peak negative precipitation differences (i.e., Fig. 6a; 1500 vs 1800 LT, respectively). Overnight into morning (i.e., 0000–0900 LT) shows an opposite signal with more surface precipitation in the interior of Luzon in the doubled topography run relative to the flat run (not shown).

During active conditions, topography primarily dictates which side of Luzon the rain preferentially falls on (Fig. 6b). More rain falls over the SCS and western side of Luzon in the doubled topography run compared to more rain over the Philippine Sea and eastern side of Luzon in the flat run. Similar to the suppressed conditions, the doubled topography run has increased precipitation over mountain regions regardless of island side, especially during the 1200 LT time bin. These findings are valid for all times of the day. The geographical distribution of the absolute values of precipitation for each run and large-scale condition are provided as Figs. S1–S6 to emphasize the location, intensity, and timing differences of the DCP as topography increases.

d. Summary of control versus sensitivity experiments of the DCP

Collectively, the differences in the mean DCP across the three runs indicate that topography helps to dictate the timing, strength, and duration of the DCP, especially over land versus ocean (Figs. 4 and 5 and Tables 2 and 3). From suppressed to active conditions over land, the presence of elevated topography (i.e., true and doubled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Flat run</th>
<th>True topography run</th>
<th>Doubled topography run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suppressed</td>
<td>1200–1900</td>
<td>1100–1730</td>
<td>1130–1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (h)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>1230–1900</td>
<td>1230–2000</td>
<td>1200–2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (h)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Flat run</th>
<th>True topography run</th>
<th>Doubled topography run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suppressed</td>
<td>Range (LT)</td>
<td>1200–1900</td>
<td>1100–1730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (h)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Range (LT)</td>
<td>1230–1900</td>
<td>1230–2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (h)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
topography) induces a later, broader, and slightly larger-amplitude afternoon peak than would otherwise occur in the absence of elevated topography (i.e., flat topography; Figs. 5a, c and Tables 2 and 3). Within each large-scale condition over land, as topography increases, the peak and amplitude of the mean DCP increases. During suppressed conditions over land, the flat run’s mean DCP peak is delayed relative to the true and doubled topography mean DCP peaks. Topography also affects the location of precipitation (Fig. 6). During suppressed conditions elevated topography focuses precipitation over the coastal mountains, while during active conditions the presence or absence of elevated topography dictates which side of the domain more rain will fall on.

5. Understanding control versus sensitivity DC differences

Figures in this section are restricted to northern Luzon (i.e., land north of 16.4°N; Fig. 1). The restriction to northern Luzon ensures an easier interpretation of mesoscale circulations with respect to the mountains and coastlines in the following latitudinally averaged longitude–height cross-sectional plots, since the island and mountains in northern Luzon are oriented approximately north–south. Previous works have used similar approaches by taking section averages (e.g., Ichikawa and Yasunari 2006) or slices (e.g., Vincent and Lane 2017) across MC islands to analyze the evolution of the DC for various MC islands. Figures made with all domain latitudes were similar to the northern Luzon figures.

a. Convective instability differences

We compare convective instability using convective available potential energy (CAPE) and convective inhibition (CIN)—measures of integrated positive and negative buoyancy, respectively, for a given parcel and its environment—between the three runs to help understand DCP differences. Barthlott and Kirshbaum (2013) also looked at CAPE and CIN to understand differences in precipitation in their terrain altering experiments. Figure 7 shows the DC composite of maximum CAPE (MCAPE) and maximum CIN (MCIN) over northern Luzon land for each run and large-scale condition. MCAPE and MCIN were calculated using the WRF CAPE 2D Python code, which uses parcel temperature and moisture characteristics averaged over 500 m centered on the maximum potential temperature height in the lowest 3000 m for each grid point (Ladwig 2017). To test the robustness of the WRF CAPE 2D calculations, CAPE values on 13 July 2016 were also calculated using temperature and moisture characteristics of parcels at two different locations: 1) the surface and 2) the level of maximum potential temperature below 500 hPa. Though only one day is compared, the DC of CAPE for 13 July 2016 (not shown) has the same DC evolution as the mean DC of CAPE for suppressed BSISO conditions (Fig. 7). Despite the magnitude of CAPE varying based on CAPE calculation choice, the DC phase was the same for all three methods, which gives us confidence to use the WRF CAPE 2D scheme to evaluate CAPE and CIN differences among the three runs and across the two large-scale BSISO conditions.

MCAPE values in the flat run are 400–1000 J kg⁻¹ larger than MCAPER values in the elevated topography runs for active and suppressed conditions (Figs. 7a, c). This large difference could be from a shallower layer of positive buoyancy in the presence of topography. Also, lower specific humidity values over elevated terrain compared to the flat terrain may reduce the available buoyancy in the elevated topography runs (not shown). Barthlott and Kirshbaum (2013) also found an inverse relationship between CAPE and terrain height, which they partially attributed to a reduction in the moisture supply to convection as topography increases. Higher CAPE values usually indicate more intense precipitation, but this is not the case here where the flat run DCP peak is lower than the elevated topography runs despite having higher MCAPE, which suggests MCAPE differences do not affect DCP intensity.

From suppressed to active conditions, the timing of the maximum MCAPE and minimum MCIN shifts to later in the day in all three runs by 1.5–2.5 h for MCAPE and 1–2 h for MCIN (Fig. 7, top vs bottom panels). The shift of maximum convective instability to later in the afternoon is consistent with the shift in the mean DCP peak to later in the afternoon in the elevated topography runs, but not in the flat run, since the flat run mean DC peak is 30 min earlier in the active versus suppressed conditions. Also, within each separate large-scale condition (i.e., suppressed or active), MCAPE peaks earlier in the flat run than in the true and doubled topography runs (Figs. 7a, c), while minimum MCIN in the three runs occurs simultaneously (Figs. 7b, d). These MCAPE and MCIN phase relationships within a given type of large-scale condition are inconsistent with the mean DCP phase relationship, which showed a delayed mean DCP peak in the flat run relative to the true and doubled topography runs during suppressed conditions and a simultaneous mean DCP peak during active conditions. Therefore, timing differences in the peak mean DCP among the three runs for a given large-scale condition are not due to convective instability differences.
Convective instability differences from suppressed to active conditions may influence the delay of the mean DCP peak from active to suppressed conditions in the elevated topography runs, but not the timing of the DCP peak from suppressed to active conditions in the flat run. It is unclear why in the flat run from suppressed to active conditions convective instability is inconsistent with the DCP peak shift.

Evaluation of the spatial distribution of MCIN may help explain the change in location of diurnal precipitation across the three runs. Figures S7 and S8 show longitude versus time-of-day plots over northern Luzon for the average DC of MCIN. In both large-scale conditions, the daytime reduction in MCIN over land in the flat case is more widespread inland than the true and doubled topography runs (Figs. S7 and S8). In the elevated topography runs, the reduction in MCIN is greater over the mountains compared to the valley in central northern Luzon; this is especially true during suppressed conditions (Figs. S7 and S8). These spatial distribution differences in the reduction of daytime MCIN may elucidate why precipitation in the runs that include topography are confined to high terrain, whereas the DCP in the flat run is more widespread inland. Demko and Geerts (2010) and Behrendt et al. (2011) also found that a preferential reduction of CIN over the Santa Catalina Mountains in Arizona and the Black Forest Mountains in Germany, respectively, partially accounted for the concentration of precipitation over the high terrain compared to nearby lowlands.
b. Local circulation differences

The zonal background wind switches from easterly during suppressed conditions to westerly during active conditions (cf. Figs. 8–10 and Figs. 13–15). There is also a strong southerly component to the wind during active conditions (not shown). For the entire domain, the 3-km zonal wind averages for all three runs are −2.7 and 6.9 m s\(^{-1}\) during suppressed and active conditions, respectively. We chose to compare the 3-km wind since that height is above both the topography and sea-breeze circulation for all three runs and large-scale conditions.

During suppressed conditions, daytime sea breezes occur along the west coast of northern Luzon in all three runs (Figs. 8–10). These sea breezes converge overland with easterly onshore flow from the east coast (Figs. 8–10). During active conditions, the main wind signal is persistent southwesterlies impinging upon Luzon. The relative strength of these circulations among the three runs in the suppressed versus active conditions offers insight to the mean DCP differences (i.e., the later and broader mean DCP in active vs suppressed conditions when there is elevated heterogeneous topography). Also, changes in the location of upward motion associated with the circulation in the various runs dictate the location of precipitation across the three runs within a given large-scale condition.

1) SUPPRESSED CONDITIONS

In suppressed conditions, the elevated topography runs compared to the flat run have a deeper sea breeze that reaches peak onshore flow earlier in the day (cf. Figs. 8–10). During the 1200 LT bin, the sea breeze along and off the west coast (i.e., onshore westerly flow) is deeper east of about 117°E and stronger at this time as topography increases (cf. Figs. 8–10). Also, during the 1200 LT bin, peak onshore flow (i.e., near 6 m s\(^{-1}\)) along the western slope of the western mountain (i.e., near 120.5°E) commences in the elevated topography runs, but is delayed until the 1500 LT bin in the flat run when all three runs exhibit maximum onshore flow (as measured by the areal extent of near-peak westerlies). Coinciding with the maximum sea-breeze westerlies, all three runs achieve maximum sea-breeze height during the 1500 LT bin, though the sea breeze remains deeper in the true and doubled topography runs than in the flat run. Sea-breeze height refers to the maximum depth of the westerlies over land locations and is indicated on the 1200–1800 LT panels in Figs. 8–10. By the 1800 LT bin, both the height and strength of the sea breeze in all three runs diminishes (cf. Figs. 8–10). Interestingly though, maximum onshore flow during the 1500 and 1800 LT bins is stronger and farther advanced inland from the western coastline in the flat (Fig. 8) versus elevated topography runs (Figs. 9–10). The stronger and farther-inland propagation of the sea breeze in the flat versus elevated topography runs during the 1500 and 1800 LT bins aligns with the enhanced surface precipitation in the interior of Luzon at this time in the flat run relative to the elevated topography runs (Fig. 6a). Also, the sea-breeze height decreases more from the 1500 to 1800 LT bin in the runs with versus without elevated topography (cf. Figs. 8–10). The sea-breeze height reduction from 1500 to 1800 LT is 231 m in the flat run, while it is 514 and 724 m in the true and doubled topography runs, respectively. Therefore, while the absolute height of the sea breeze is still deeper in the elevated topography runs relative to the flat run at 1800 LT, the sea-breeze strength (as measured by the depth of the sea breeze) has weakened relatively more in the elevated topography runs by 1800 LT compared to the flat run. The persistence of the sea-breeze strength in the flat topography run relative to the elevated topography runs is perhaps evidence for the wider DCP peak in the flat run versus elevated topography runs. Precipitation in the flat run is sustained longer at its peak intensity (Tables 2 and 3) because the sea-breeze remains relatively stronger longer when compared to the runs with elevated topography.

The deeper, stronger sea breeze that reaches peak onshore flow earlier in the day in the elevated topography runs versus flat run is accompanied by enhanced easterly flow from the east coast in the elevated topography runs due to upslope valley-to-mountain flow. The three panels in Figs. 8b, 9b, and 10b show the 1200, 1500, and 1800 LT potential temperature anomalies from the daily mean of each respective run. Only the 1200–1800 LT bins are shown for conciseness. The overnight potential temperature anomalies generally mirror the daytime anomalies. In all three runs, potential temperatures are anomalously warm during the day over land with maximum positive values at 1500 LT near 121.5°E (Figs. 8b–10b). However, the elevated topography runs have elevated positive potential temperature anomalies along the eastern slope of the western mountain in the 1200 LT bin (Figs. 8b and 9b). Figure 11 highlights the potential temperature differences between the elevated topography and flat runs by showing the 3-hourly northern Luzon potential temperature difference between the doubled and flat topography runs for the lowest 5 km averaged over suppressed-condition days. For brevity, only the doubled topography minus flat difference is shown to represent the extreme potential temperature differences among the three runs. During the daytime, potential temperature is initially warmer in the doubled topography run along all the mountain locations (i.e., 0900 and 1200 LT bins). “Mountain locations” is used to
indicate where the mountains actually are in the true and doubled topography runs, and where they hypothetically would be in the flat topography run. During the 1200 LT bin, enhanced potential temperature in the doubled topography run relative to the flat run is elevated (1–2 km), especially along the eastern slope of the western mountains. At this time (1200 LT bin), convergence over the western Luzon mountain location (i.e., near 121°E) commences in all three runs, but is particularly noticeable and stronger in the true and
doubled topography runs compared to the flat run (cf. Figs. 8–10, $\mathbf{u}$, $\mathbf{w}$ vectors). The elevated warmer potential temperature values in the doubled versus flat topography run during the 1200 LT bin likely enhance the upslope valley-to-mountain circulation via direct thermal forcing (e.g., Houze 2012; Kirshbaum et al. 2018) along the eastern slopes of the western mountains leading to stronger convergence and vertical velocities over the western mountain location in the doubled versus flat topography run. A similar process is evident to a lesser extent over the eastern slope of the eastern mountains (i.e., near 122°E) with stronger upslope flow and vertical velocities over the eastern mountains from elevated warmer potential temperature values in the runs with versus without elevated topography.

As topography increases in suppressed conditions, the combination of a stronger deeper sea breeze earlier in the day (i.e., 1200 vs 1500 LT) on the western slope with a stronger upslope valley-to-mountain breeze on the eastern slope likely aids increasingly stronger convergence and precipitation earlier in the afternoon over the western mountain locations in the true and doubled

**FIG. 9.** As in Fig. 8, but for the true topography run and the solid red line indicates the average topography over northern Luzon for the true topography run.
versus flat topography runs (cf. Figs. 8–10). Consistent with sea-breeze and convergence changes among the three runs, moisture flux convergence over the northern Luzon western mountain locations during suppressed conditions is stronger and earlier in the elevated topography versus flat runs (not shown). Mechanical uplift is generated on the western slope of the western mountains when onshore flow encounters a boundary (i.e., the mountains) during the 1200 LT bin in the true and doubled topography runs (Figs. 9 and 10). Simultaneously, a thermodynamically driven upslope valley-to-mountain breeze occurs on the eastern slope of the western mountains in the true and doubled topography runs from elevated warm potential temperatures (Figs. 9b, 10b, and 11). The combination of the mechanically driven and thermodynamically driven flows produces convergence over the western mountains of northern Luzon, which facilitates convective initiation. These processes start during the 1200 LT bin (Figs. 9–11) in the runs with elevated topography. In the absence of mountains in the flat run such processes are missing, which leads to weaker and delayed convergence over land (i.e., 1500 vs 1200 LT;
cf. Figs. 8–10) resulting in later initiation of convection and a weaker and delayed mean DCP peak relative to that in the elevated topography runs. Barthlott and Kirshbaum (2013) also discussed stronger convergence due to enhanced mechanically driven upslope flows in their simulations with higher versus lower topography to explain the earlier peak in diurnal precipitation as topography increased in their CRM simulations over two Mediterranean islands.

Evaluation of the Froude number (Fr) corroborates changes in precipitation location (Fig. 6) due to the inland extent of the sea breeze (Figs. 8–10). The Froude number helps determine whether impinging flow on a barrier (e.g., mountain) will pass over or be blocked by the barrier. It is defined as \( Fr = \frac{U}{N H} \), where \( U \) is the cross-barrier flow, \( N \) is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, and \( H \) is the height of the barrier. For \( U \), we used the \( u \) wind averaged from the approximate shoreline of northern Luzon (120.3°E) to 1° offshore (119.3°E). Potential temperature used to compute \( N \) was subject to the same averaging box as \( U \). Similar to Viale et al. (2013), \( H \) was defined as the height difference between the maximum northern Luzon average topography and the parcel starting height, where the parcel starting height varied from the model level closest to the surface and the model level closest to but below the maximum northern Luzon average topography. Figures 12a and 12b shows the Froude number for the true and doubled topography runs during suppressed conditions. Only times when onshore zonal flow occurred at all model levels below the maximum northern Luzon average topography for the true topography runs are shown. In the true topography run, from 1130 to 1800 LT parcels that originate just below the average maximum topography are able to pass over the northern Luzon mountains (i.e., \( Fr \geq 1 \)). Additionally, parcels near the surface at 1300 LT in the true topography run can surpass the mountains (Fig. 12a). By contrast, all parcels in the doubled topography run are blocked (i.e., \( Fr < 1 \); Fig. 12b). These changes in the Froude number are consistent with
the increased focus of precipitation over the top of the mountain ranges during the day for suppressed conditions as topography increases (i.e., Fig. 6a and Figs. S1–S3). The blocked flow in the true and doubled topography runs prevents the precipitation from crossing the mountain ranges into the northern Luzon valley. In the flat topography run where flow is not blocked, precipitation is free to propagate farther inland during the day compared to the true and doubled topography runs. This is especially noticeable later in the day at 1800 LT (Fig. 6a and Figs. S1–S3).

2) ACTIVE CONDITIONS

During active conditions in the elevated topography runs, the mechanical forcing is still present along the western slope of the western mountains due to the strong background southwesterlies (Figs. 13a–15a), but the thermodynamically driven upslope valley-to-mountain breeze is muted (i.e., barely present only in the doubled topography run in the 1200 LT bin; Fig. 15a) due to weaker elevated warm potential temperature anomalies relative to suppressed conditions (cf. Figs. 9b and 10b to Figs. 14b and 15b). With a muted or completely absent upslope valley-to-mountain breeze in the elevated topography runs, convergence over the western mountains is lacking during active conditions. Compared to suppressed conditions, the absence of the valley-to-mountain breeze mechanism in active conditions may delay the maturation of convection to later in the afternoon and shift the mean DCP peak to later in the afternoon relative to suppressed conditions. However, once convection does mature, it can last longer due to the sustained uplift and onshore moisture transport from the persistent southwesterlies impinging on the mountains leading to the broader mean DCP peak in the active conditions relative to the suppressed conditions in the elevated topography runs. In the elevated topography runs, the duration of intense precipitation (as measured by rain rate in Figs. S1–S6) increases during active conditions relative to suppressed conditions (Figs. S2 and S3 vs Figs. S5 and S6), which also contributes to the later and broader mean DCP peak. For the true and doubled topography runs, precipitation during active conditions is equally intense in the 1500 and 1800 LT bins (Figs. S5 and S6).
and S6), whereas precipitation intensity during suppressed conditions decreases from the 1500 LT bin to the 1800 LT bin (Figs. S2 and S3).

The flat run also has sustained westerlies during active conditions, yet the mean DCP peak occurs at about the same time as the mean DCP peak during suppressed conditions. In the absence of the mountains to provide mechanical upward ascent of parcels, maximum upward motion in the active conditions occurs during the 1500 LT bin (Fig. 13a) when maximum potential temperature anomalies near the surface over land occur (Fig. 13b), suggesting that the timing of the mean DCP
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**Fig. 13.** (a) The flat run zonal wind (colored shading) and $[u, w]$ wind (vectors) averaged over northern Luzon during active BSISO conditions for 3-hourly averaged time bins. Because it is impossible to plot the wind vectors at the native model grid spacing, wind vectors shown are from averaging over every 25 grid points (i.e., 50 km) and every other height. (a) (bottom right) Model domain with the true topography overlaid. The area north of the dashed line is defined as northern Luzon. Vertical velocities have been multiplied by 50 for clarity. (b) Potential temperature anomalies over northern Luzon in the flat run from daily mean values over northern Luzon in the flat run at each model level for the (left) 1200, (center) 1500, and (right) 1800 LT 3-hourly bin. The white and black solid lines in (a) and (b), respectively, indicate the hypothetical location of the mountains in the flat run by outlining the average northern Luzon topography from the true topography run. The temporal center of each time bin is indicated above each panel in (a) and (b).
peak is related to daytime heating over land. Maximum upward motion in the flat run during suppressed conditions also occurs at 1500 LT, when the west coast sea breeze is at its peak depth and collides with onshore easterly flow from the east coast. The width of the mean DCP peak in the flat run is similar for both large-scale conditions because the longevity of intense precipitation in the flat run is consistent across large-scale conditions with maximum intensity reached during the 1500 LT bin and sustained through the 1800 LT bin (Figs. S1 and S4).

Changes in convective versus stratiform areal-mean precipitation were also examined to understand changes in the mean DCP peak in active versus suppressed conditions. Using observations, Sakaeda et al. (2017, 2018) found that over the Indian Ocean, west Pacific Ocean, and MC increased stratiform precipitation occurring after convective precipitation during MJO convectively enhanced conditions led to a delay in the DCP peak relative to the DCP peak in convectively suppressed conditions. For our RAMS simulations, convective versus stratiform precipitation was identified...
with model-derived reflectivity at 2.4 km after Yuter and Houze (1997), who followed the Steiner et al. (1995) algorithm, which uses radar reflectivity intensity and peakedness to distinguish the two precipitation types. For all three runs and both large-scale conditions, except the flat run during active conditions, the convective and stratiform precipitation generally have the same DC phase (Fig. 16). For our choice of convective–stratiform separation, changes in the amount of stratiform precipitation from suppressed to active conditions do not cause the delay in the mean DCP from suppressed to active conditions in the elevated topography runs. Using another convective–stratiform algorithm (e.g., Sui et al. 2007; Penide et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2013) could potentially alter the DC composite of convective and stratiform precipitation. Penide et al. (2013) found a similar classification of stratiform rain between the Steiner et al. (1995) algorithm and a separation algorithm based on the drop size distribution (DSD) of rain, which indicates that our conclusions based on Fig. 16 are perhaps robust to their DSD method. Differences between our model findings and Sakaeda et al. (2017) may result from our
focus on precipitation over Luzon versus their analysis of TRMM rainfall over all land between 15°S and 15°N. Similarly, their findings related to the MJO and DC over Addu Atoll, Maldives, using rainfall from the S-PolKa radar during the Dynamics of the MJO (DYNAMO) field campaign (Sakaeda et al. 2018) may not be valid for other islands within the tropics, especially since several papers have shown that the interaction of the MJO and DC varies between MC islands (i.e., discussion in introduction).

Evaluation of the Froude number further clarifies precipitation location differences among the runs (Figs. 12c,d). In the true topography run, parcels between 1400 and 1730 LT are able to transcend the mountains (Fr = 1) with the exception of parcels starting at 0.26 km from 1400 to 1530 LT and from 1700 to 1730 LT. At other times, parcels with a starting height above 0.6 km are not blocked (Fr = 1) by the mountains (Fig. 12c). However, in the doubled topography run, for all times shown, only those parcels with a starting height above 1.5 km are able to pass over the mountains (Fig. 12d). The blockage of most parcels from passing over the mountains in the doubled topography run enables the increased confinement of precipitation to the SCS and western half of Luzon as topography increases (Fig. 6b and Figs. S4–S6).

6. Summary and conclusions

Three CRM simulations were run with varying topography—flat, true, and doubled topographic height—over Luzon, Philippines, during the July–August 2016 BSISO event to evaluate how changes in topography affect the DCP over Luzon and its surrounding seas during different large-scale BSISO conditions. The main conclusion is that topography helps to dictate the timing, intensity, and location of diurnal precipitation over Luzon and its surrounding seas. Elevated heterogeneous topography helps induce a later, broader, and slightly larger-amplitude afternoon mean DCP peak over land during active versus suppressed BSISO conditions. The presence of topography helps focus precipitation over the mountains during suppressed conditions and over the western half of Luzon and the SCS during active conditions. In the absence of topography (i.e., the flat run), the mean DCP peak has roughly the same timing and width for each large-scale condition and precipitation is widespread over the interior of Luzon during the day in suppressed conditions and focused on the eastern half of Luzon and the Philippine Sea during active conditions.

Mean DCP peak differences are understood by changes in mechanical and thermodynamic forcing among the three runs for each large-scale condition and are depicted in the schematics in Figs. 17 and 18. We acknowledge that the timing in the schematics does not exactly align with the timing in the mean DCP plots (Fig. 5) because we are showing 3-hourly increments in the schematic and 30-min increments in the mean DCP plot. The schematics are 3 hourly because the potential temperature anomaly and circulation plots are 3 hourly. We have based the 3-hourly schematic cartoon clouds on 3-hourly total condensate plots (not shown) to ensure fidelity in the representation of the schematic. Therefore, the schematics accurately capture the effects of topography on the overall precipitation and circulation differences between the suppressed and active conditions.

During suppressed conditions, as topography increases, the sea breeze on the west coast of Luzon deepens and has stronger onshore flow earlier in the day leading to enhanced mechanically driven upslope flow along the western slope of the western mountains (Fig. 17). Along with these sea-breeze changes, the eastern slope of the western mountains in northern Luzon has stronger valley-to-mountain upslope flow earlier in the day as topography increases due to enhanced direct thermal forcing from increasingly positive potential temperature anomalies along the elevated terrain (Fig. 17). The combination of these mechanical and thermodynamic flow differences as topography
increases leads to stronger convergence earlier in the day over the western mountains. This stronger convergence earlier in the day initiates precipitation earlier in the true and doubled topography runs relative to the flat run and helps to explain the earlier stronger mean DCP peak in the elevated topography runs. During active conditions, the mechanical forcing is still present in the elevated topography runs from the southwesterlies impinging on Luzon (Fig. 18a). However, the upslope valley-to-mountain breeze is only barely present in the doubled topography run at 1200 LT. With a much weaker or completely absent valley-to-mountain breeze, convergence over the mountains in the elevated topography runs is missing (Fig. 18a). Therefore, convection in the elevated topography runs takes longer to mature relative to suppressed conditions that have stronger convergence at midday. In the flat run, the absence of mechanical forcing means the timing of the mean DCP peak is dependent upon the maximum convergence of the sea-breeze and onshore easterly flow during suppressed conditions (Fig. 17b) and maximum daytime heating during active conditions (Fig. 18b) both of which occur during the 1500 LT 3-hourly bin resulting in a similarly timed DCP peak regardless of large-scale condition.

Delays in all three runs in the maximum values of CAPE and minimum values of CIN from suppressed to active conditions further explain the delay of the mean
DCP peak from suppressed to active conditions when elevated topography is present, but are inconsistent with a similarly timed mean DCP peak in the flat run for both large-scale conditions. The geographical distribution of reduced daytime CIN also clarifies location differences in precipitation among the runs. Changes in the distribution of convective versus stratiform rain did not help to explain the changes in the timing or intensity of the mean DCP as topography changed or between large-scale BSISO conditions.

Froude number analysis for onshore flow along the west coast revealed that during both large-scale BSISO conditions as topography is increased, the flow became increasingly more blocked with fewer parcels being able to traverse the western mountains. This helps to explain the focus of precipitation over the top of the mountains during suppressed conditions and not in the interior of Luzon in the true and doubled topography runs, as well as the east versus west side of the domain dichotomy in precipitation during active conditions as a function of topography.

The results from this paper highlight the importance of topography to the DCP and suggest that topography cannot be ignored when modeling tropical precipitation due to its impact on the timing, intensity, and location of precipitation. Gust fronts may also be important to convective propagation during the diurnal cycle and their role may differ between the various topographic height simulations. However, it is beyond the scope of this work to objectively identify and track all of the gust fronts and their associated convective elements to pinpoint their importance. Future work will examine the role of air–sea interactions on the DCP over Luzon and its surrounding seas and evaluate whether air–sea interactions produce a similar significant impact to that of topography on the DCP.

**Fig. 18.** Schematic of the diurnal cycle of precipitation over Luzon, Philippines, during BSISO active conditions at (left) 1200, (center) 1500, and (right) 1800 LT in the (a) doubled topography run and (b) flat topography run. The arrows represent the zonal wind flow. The width of the arrows indicates the relative strength of the flow. The red plus sign at 1500 LT in (b) indicates the peak in the anomalously warm temperatures in the flat topography run. The dashed mountains in (b) represent the mountain locations and are included to indicate the location of the precipitation relative to the mountains in the doubled topography run. The gray shading of the clouds indicates the relative strength of the precipitation with darker gray indicating stronger precipitation.
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